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ABSTRACT 
Thie report containe the deeign summary for the Ninevah 
Mieeion, an unmanned mieeion to Venue. The design includes a 
Hohmann tranefer trajectory analysis, propulsion trade etudy, an 
overview of the communication and inetrumentrtion systems, power 
requirements, probe and lander analysie, and finally a weight and 
cost analyeis. 
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:I PROJECT SUXXARY 
Prevloue American and Soviet unmanned mleeione to the 
eurface of Venue have proved to be Invaluable in the etudy of the 
eolar eyetem’e planets In that theee mleelone have offered 
planetary eclentlete an opportunity to examine In more detail the 
theoriee of cornparatlve planetology. Theee prevloue rnieeione 
Included multlprobe landere that have ehown the extremely harsh 
condltlone which exlet In the Cytherean. atmoephere and on the 
planet’e surface. Because of such conditione, t h e m  lander 
probe8 have all had relatively short data tranemleelon times. 
The aoet recent American exploration of Venue, the Pioneer Venue 
2, a multlprobe, arrived December 9, 1978, and trenemltted 
eornewhat conclusive data for sixty mlnutee. With the eucceeeful 
arrival of thle mleelon, much ha6 been learned ae to how a 
longer-lasting, more concluelve mleelon can be attained. 
Thlr report deecrlbes a mleelon that would survive 
approximately three tlmee longer than any prevloue mlseion and 
include6 a task that harp never been attempted before: 
atmoepherlc balloon probee that will take high-reeolutlon aerial 
photographs of the Cytherean eurface. Thle mleelon will Increase 
the quantity ae well as the quality of the Information concerning 
the condltlone which exiet on Venue. 
.While the term Venuelan l e  an adjective ueed in referring 
to Venue, the term Cytherean, from greek mythology, le the more 
commonly used adjective. Venusian is considered to be awkward, 
thue In thle report, Cytherean will be ueed In deecrlblng Venue. 
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Ueing existing technology in communicatione, energy eyeteme, 
and materials eciencee, thie aieeion will provide more 
information on Venue’ atrnoephere and eurface. The objective8 of 
thie report are to technically deeign and develop a eucceeeful 
mieeion with emphaeie on the aoet critical areas of the miseion 
including trajectory, propuleion, inetrumentation, communication, 
power requirements and eourcee, structuree, and how all of theee 
eyeterns are integrated to yield euch a succeeeful mieeion. 
2 
INTRODUCTION 
After taking all other missions to Venus into account, 
American ecientiets &ill have many Unanswered questions. The 
Soviets have provided reeulte of their missione to Venus; 
however, the reliability and accuracy of the data is 
queetionable. But, perhape with eome knowledge of our combined 
succeseee and failures, American scientists can execute a more 
compreheneive Cytherean mieeion. 
In-depth research ha6 been done and an optimum configuration 
ha6 been decided upon. The configuration (Figure 1) is as 
f OllOW8: 
1. One combination bus/orbiter to traneport one 
lander and three probee along with all instrumentation 
from an earth orbit to a near polar Cytherean orbit. 
2. One large lander with a robotic arm and imaging 
eyetem. 
3. Three emall balloon probee each carrying a high 
r e e o l u t i o n  imaging eyetem. 
Unlike the Pioneer Venus program, which consisted of a 
separate bue and orbiter, the Ninevah mieeion is compoeed of a 
single orbiter/bue which ueee a buffered memory during 
occultation (time spent out of earth's line-of-eight). In 
addition, communications with the lander and probee, to be 
located on the near eide of Venue, will be direct eince the Deep 
Space Network is capable of tranemitting high and receiving 
3 
extremely low communication power outpute. The major events 
of the Ninevah mieeion are profiled in both Figures 2a. and 
2b. 
Analyeis of previous Soviet and American miseione to Venus 
indicated a etrong desire to have aerial pictures of the 
Cytherean surface to analyze more cloeely the topography of the 
planet; thus, the deeign for the balloon probes with the imaging 
eyetem ie introduced. The pictures of the surface should prove 
to be invaluable to ecientiete etudying fine detail6 in the 
terrain of Venue. 
The overall advantage6 of the one orbiter/bue configuration 
over the separate orbiter and bus are in weight and cost savings 
and decreaeed mechanical, orbital transfer, and communication 
complex1 ty. The advantage to the one lander and three 
atmoepheric probee, all with the imaging eyeteme, ie the 
increased data on the phyeical CharaCterietiC8 of the Cytherean 
surf ace. The mechanical arm on the lander will allow for the 
poeeibility of m1:ltiple eo11 eample teete. A possible 
disadvantage of the mechanical arm is the added complexity and 
riek of contamination of the ineide compartment of the lander 
with the hareh conditione of the Cytherean environment. 
Prior miseione to the surface of Venus have all had 
relatively short life-span6 due to lack of environmental control 
that would protect the electronic instrumente from extreme heat 
buildup. None of the miesione have deployed atmoepheric probes, 
whereas the Ninevah mieeion carriee three probee which will 
4 
transmit previoue unobtainable ataoepheric data. The Ninevah 
mieeion ha6 environmental control which consists of using the 
same carbon-carbon tilee ueed on the Space Shuttle miesione to 
ineulate the interior of the Venue lander from the extreme 
surface temperaturee. In addition, to counteract the heat 
buildup of the electronic componente in the lander, freon gas ie 
utilized to cool the interior. Thue, the overall euccess of the 
Ninevah mieeion will be greater than any previous mieeion. 
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I  BACKGROUND 
Since 1961, the United State6 and Soviet Union have been 
sending epacecraft to explore the planet Venue. Generally 
epeaking, the first American epacecraft were of the fly-by 
variety while the Soviet's main objective6 were to utilize lander 
probes to study Venue. What the Soviets did not anticipate was 
the exietence of extremely high preeeuree ranging from 1200 to 
1300 pounds per equare inch at the Cytherean surface. Such high 
preeeuree were enough to crueh even eome of the eturdieet 
vehicles made for epace exploration at that time. Aleo, no one 
8UepeCted that high temperaturee, averaging 870 degree8 
Fahrenheit, were preeent on the Cytherean eurface. Theee high 
temperaturee are a reeult of the greenhouee effect created by the 
denee cloud layer and the planet's cloeer proximity to the eun. 
A s  a result, if the high preeeures did not crueh the landere, 
then the extreme temperaturee would eignificantly reduce the 
inetrumentatlon lifetime. After modification8 were made to later 
landere to withetand the high preseures and temperatures, the 
RUe6ian8 built landere that utilized a combination of aerodynamic 
braking, parachuting, and free falling to land the probe6 on the 
Cytherean eurface. 
The American Mariner and Pioneer Venus programs were limited 
to a total of six mieeione of which only one landed euccesefully. 
Thie eucceeeful landing wz6 made by one probe from the four 
multiprobe Pioneer Venue 2 mieeion. The multiprobe concept ha6 
6 
the advantage of carrying out eimultaneoue etudiee of the 
Cytherean atmoephere and eurface in various location8 on both the 
day and night eide. Ironically, the Pioneer Venue 2 mieeion wae 
not intended to eurvive impact with the Cytherean eurface. 
Through the uee of aerodynamic braking and parachutee, the 
Pioneer'e probe8 were to make 8tUdie8 of the atmoephere. 
However, one probe continued to operate for approximately eixty- 
seven minutes after impact, but did not collect any surface 
compoeition data. 
The Soviet Venera program has been much more exteneive than 
both the Pioneer and Harlner miesione combined. The Soviete 
have sent fourteen probes, moet of which landed but had lifetimes 
of lese than seventy minutes. During theee probee' ehort 
encountere of the Cytherean eurface, limited but valuable data 
concerning atmospheric conditione and coneietency, eoil 
compoeition, magnetic etrength of the planet, and other ba8iC 
characteristice of Venus were sent back to Soviet scientiste. 
In addition to photographs taken of the upper atmosphere, the 
Soviete utilized an imaging eystem to take a few crude pictures 
of the Cytherean surface. Unfortunately, theee photographe were 
of a limited area below the lander and the pictures had to be 
computer enhanced to improve their clarity. However, with each 
succeseful or uneucceeeful rnieeion to Venue, more ineight is 
gained a6 to how a more eucceeeful miesion can be attained. 
The firet nimsione through the atrnoephere and to the eurface 
of Venue propoeed an atmoephere that wee eimilar to that of the 
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Earth. However, a few mieeione later, ecientiete diecovered the 
hostile conditions which actually exiet. The atmoephere coneiete 
primarily of carbon dioxide and sulfuric acid. At the eurface 
of Venus, the temperature ie approximately 460 degree8 Celeiue, 
the pressure ie 92.1 bare, and the deneity ie 65 kilogram8 per 
cubic meter. One reason for euch extreme conditione, compared to 
Earth, ie the greenhouee effect created by the thick cloud layer 
that covers the entire planet. Thie cloud layer allowe heat in 
the form of light to paee through but trap8 the heat in, thereby 
causing the heat buildup. A h O ,  Venus' cloeer proximity to the 
eun adds to the heating of the planet'e atmoephere (108.1 x 10' 
kilometere for Venue compared to 149.5 x 10' kilometere for 
Earth 1. The high deneity atmoephere ie due to the high 
temperatures and low gravity of the planet. The lighter gaeer 
have eufficient kinetic energy due to the high atRO8pheriC 
temperature to eecape the planet'e gravity while the heavier 
gaeee do not. The retention of the heavier gaeee reeulte in a 
high atmospheric deneity. The high temperature, high preeeure, 
and high deneity will all have direct effecte on the crafte eent 
to Venue and therefore, muet be carefully analyzed. That ie, a 
eucceeeful mieeion to the surface of Venue will require 
protection againet temperature8 and preeeuree not encountered on 
Earth. 
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Traject ory h81Yd,a 
Buslorbiter 
The transfer trajectory of the Ninevah epacecraft is 
examined in eseentially two programs. The first program covers 
Earth departure from high Earth orbit (HEO) to Earth'e sphere of 
influence (SO11 along a hyperbolic path. Program two involves 
Ninevah's encounter with Venue' SO1 and Venus arrival along a 
hyperbolic approach trajectory. Eetabliehing orbit about Venue 
le made using the lowest energy maneuver poeslble. 
The heliocentric (about the Sun) Hohmann transfer (Figure 3) 
utilizes the least energy for tranefer. The transfer time ie 
half the period of an elliptical orbit, and for this mission the 
time-of-flight is roughly 4.8 monthe. The Hohmann trajectory ie 
used becaulae this miesion is a one-way, unmanned mission; 
therefore, flight time le Irrelevant. Planetary orbit8 are 
aeeumed circular, and the Sun is located at the focus near 
Venue; thus, Ninevah ie at aphelion (farthest from the Sun) at 
Earth departure, and le at perihelion at Cytherean encounter. 
The heliocentric 'delta v'e ' for Earth and Venus are the 
required velocity change8 at both SO1 of Earth end Venue to cause 
the Hohmann transfer. Heliocentric departure occurs at one node 
(where the ecliptic plane crom1pes Venue' orbital plane), and 
arrival at Venue occurs 180. later at the other node. Ninevah'e 
transfer occurs in the ecliptic plane up until Cytherean SO1 
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encounter. 
Proaram One: Earth Orbit and DeDarture 
Following the completion of Ninevah'e conetruction in low 
Earth orbit (LEO), an orbital tranefer vehicle (OTV) place6 
Ninevah into a parking orbit of about 23,000 miles (37,014.9 km) 
in the ecliptic plane (Earth's orbital plane). The 'delta v '  
needed to place the Ninevah craft on a hyperbolic escape 
trajectory (Figure 4 )  from Earth is set by that required for the 
heliocentric departure, delta vl, at the Earth's SOI. Applied at 
perigee as shown, a 'delta v' of 1.9307 km/eec places Ninevah on 
a hyperbolic escape trajectory. When the spacecraft leaves 
Earth's SOI, Ninevah ha6 a 8lOWer heliocentric velocity than the 
Earth (2.499 km/sec elower), and ae a reeult, falls in toward 
the Sun along the heliocentric Hohmann ellipee ae shown in 
Figure 3. 
Proaram Two: Cytherean Arrival and Orbit 
Encounter with Venue' SO1 occurs toward the end of the 
heliocentric tranefer. By the law of cosines, Ninevah's 
heliocentric arrival speed, VI, and Venue' orbital epeed, v,.., 
determine Ninevah'e velocity of 2.7107 km/sec with respect to 
Venus (Figure 5 ) .  Thie velocity, Van et the SO1 ie the 
hyperbolic approach speed which determinee the radius and 
velocity conditione at pericyth... 
..Note: The term 'perizyth' le clynonymoue with 'perigee', 
and with 'perihelion', as it dercribee, the point of cloeeet 
Cytherean approach. 
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Arrival at the Cytherean SO1 coincide6 with a emall delta 
V ~ T C  of 0.16055 km/eec for a planar transfer correction. The 
simple plane change is emall, since the ecliptic plane'e angle of 
inclination to Venue' orbital plane ie a mere 3.394O. Thie delta 
v r T C  is applied so that it forms the base of an ieoeceles 
triangle (eee Figure 5 ) ;  thue, the hyperbolic approach velocity 
ie unchanged. Any other orientation of delta vrvC changee the 
magnitude of Va at the SOI, and thus, changee the trajectory of 
Ninevah to a lee6 predictable pattern which might require more 
energy for orbital ineertion (Bate, et al: p.169). The radius 
and velocity conditione at pericyth for the near polar orbit, a6 
determined by the orbital elements of the hyperbolic approach, 
are 13,070.16 km and 7.5622 km/eec, reepectively. 
The circular orbit (Figure 6) l e  choeen over an elliptical 
one becauee surface mapping, a primary miseion objective, 
requires conetant contact with the surface. A three burn 
insertion wae chosen because the energy requirement for the three 
burn insertion, delta vC of 4.5527 km/eec, is roughly 23.65% 
greater than that for the two burn elliptical alternative, delta 
vc of 3.4756 km/eec. The total mission energy requirement, delta 
V ~ O T ~ L  of 8.9203 km/eec, which include6 a sizeable delta v for 
any unforeseen corrections or alterations, has been drastically 
reduced from previous Cytherean mieeions by originating the 
mission in HE0 and ueing Hohmann tranefers in Ninevrh'e traneit. 
The Cytherean eurface ie mapped at an altitude of 400 km in 
a circuler orbit of 6587 km at an inclination of no less than 
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7 5 " .  Ninevah'e orbital period ie approximately 5,885.76 mec, or 
about 14.5 orbits per Earth day; thue, complete coverage of 
Venue' topography is aeeured. Venue' slow epin, which is an 
incredible 243 Earth days for one rotation, doe6 not affect polar 
or near-polar orbite like Earth's much faster epin does. A 6  a 
result, Venur experience6 virtually no oblateneee, or equatorial 
bulging, as oppoeed to Earth, where the equatorial bulge induce6 
perturbative torques on near polar orbite and ehifte the remi- 
major axis weetward or eaetward, depending on the direction of 
the orbit (Bate, et el: p.156). Solar gravity is not a factor on 
the near polar orbit of Venue (Cochran: meeting); all 
gravitational effects are aeeumed accounted for in the delta v 
calculations. 
Ninevah's final circular orbit allowe the surface mapping to 
be completed in half the rotation period of Venus, or about 121.5 
Earth days ( 4  months). 
Soft Lander and Balloon Probe6 
Since the actual trajectory of the eoft lander ie dependent 
on many variables euch a6 angle of inolination upon approach and 
the many parameter6 eurrounding hypereonic trajectoriee, the 
actual numbere in this section were taken from the Pioneer Venue 
mission. However, the values from the Pioneer Venue program 
should yield an excellent model for the Ninevah mieeion'e eoft 
lander and probee. Therefore, the eequence of event6 in this 
section ie baeed entirely upoa the succeesful Pioneer Venue 
miesion. 
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The timing of the release of the lander and probes is 
critical and muet be handled by computere onboard the bus. The 
time at which they will be releaeed also depends upon mid-course 
correctione of the bus/orbiter that miseion control at NASA Ames 
Reeearch Center ha6 ordered. Therefore, the release time will 
have to be ordered from mission control not more than a few day6 
before actual releaee. 
The release of the lander and probes, which are encased in 
the bus container (Figure 11, involves the perfect orientation of 
the bus with respect to the planet. Thie orientation places the 
bus' axis of rotation perpendicular to the ecliptic. Once the 
correct orientation le attained, half of the landerlprobe 
container is separated from the bue using exploeive bolts. Next, 
a epin rate of approximately five revolutione per minute ie 
achieved eo that the lander and probes can be 'slung" out using 
centrifugal force at the precise moment to eject the small 
crafts. Explosive bolts also hold the lander and probee in place 
in the bue container. Once on their way toward the atmosphere 
of Venus, the lander and probes will eetablieh communication with 
mission control. Also, juet above 200 km in altitude, the first 
metered amount of freon w i l l  be releaeed from the freon tank6 
inside the lander preeeure vessel. Thie gae will help keep the 
internal component6 cool during the fiery entry into the 
Cytherean atmosphere. When entering the atmosphere, eignificant 
atmospheric braking begins at approximately 100 km. At around 75 
km, peak deceleration of about 500 to 600 g'e ie reached. 
13 
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Atmoepheric braking will cauee the lander and probee to 6 l O W  down 
from a velocity of 41,800 kilometers per hour (kph) to a velocity 
of 727 kph. At theee epeede and becauee of the dense atmoephere 
compared to that of earth'e, exceeeive heating, ranging upward6 
to temperatures of 11,000' C, le experienced by the lander and 
probes. To avoid damage to the internal componente, an ablative 
aeroehell (Figure 7) le ueed at the front of the lander and each 
of the probee and a cover le attached to the aft section thereby 
encloeing the whole package in a thermal protective container. 
The ablative coating used on the front of the aeroshell 
neutrelizee the sulfuric acid of the Cytherean atmosphere through 
which the veeeels paee. At approximately 65 km altitude, the 
main parachute of the lander le deployed and a balloon on each of 
the probee (Figure 8 )  is rapidly inflated and deployed. The 
deployment of both the parachute and balloon6 le by way of a 
mortar shell fired upward which pull6 out the parachute and 
balloons. The parachute is made out of a five meter wide 
eupereonic conical ribbon material coneisting of a nylon- 
Kevlar-29 weave. The ten suspension line6 are made of 2000 
kllograme-force braided Kevlar-29. The balloon le made of a 
Kevlar-nylon weave that will withetand relatively high 
temperature6 and high dynamic preeeuree. A mylar material will 
line the ineide of the balloon to contain the helium which is the 
internal gae. 
The balloon probe6 are Le deployed in protective containere 
that cloeely resemble the encaeement of the lander probe but on a 
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smaller ecale. The trajectory into the Cytherean atmoephere ie 
aleo eimilar to that of the eoft lander in both sequence of 
events and path followed. The only difference being that the 
balloon probee carry a tank of helium behind the front protective 
cover and which le jettieoned when the cover le removed with 
explosive bOlt8. A preeet timing device for the correct sequence 
of events le set on the balloon probee while etill onboard the 
orbiter /bue. 
The balloone will cause the probee to reach an equilibrium 
altitude of approximately 30 km (preecrlbed altitude for the 
Cytherean surface obeervation and the altitude at which the 
buoyant force of the balloon equal8 the weight). Now, the 
balloone are in poeition and all eyetems are turned on by the 
onboard timing device. The path the balloone will take in the 
upper atmosphere is random since wind velocitiee are 
unpredictable. 
After approximately 17 minutee and at an altitude of 50 km, 
the parachute on the eoft lander le jettisoned. The lander will 
then fall elowly to the Surface through the d@nee atmoephers much 
in the eame way a poker chip behave8 when dropped into a pool of 
water. The velocity at impact le no more than 40 kph. The 
impact of the lander will be abeorbed by the legs of the lander 
(Figure 9 ) .  Since most damping fluid8 are WOrthle66 at the 
temperatures on the Cytherean eurface, a core of crushable 
aluminum "honey-comb" in each leg will absorb the impact. 
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ProlPul.ion 
The propuleion analysis is based on a total delta v of 
5.661 km/sec. The acceleration of the main orbital bus is 
limited to three g'e to reduce the weight of the vehicle. The 
value of the acceleration limit is baeed on the epace ehuttle 
acceleration limit of three g's during launch. The following ie 
a summary of the propulsion system parameters baeed upon a 26,688 
Newton (N) main orbital bus and the aeeumption that the fuel 
tank6 and main engine comprise two percent of the groee weight of 
the launch vehicle. 
Thrust: 
Engine Weight: 
Thruet Chamber Pressure: 
Throat Area: 
Maee Flow Rate: 
Mixture Ratio 
Thrust Coefficient 
Gross Propellant Weight 
Propellant Tank Weight 
Main Hydrazine/UDMH Fuel Tank Volume 
Main N e 0 4  Oxidizer Tank Volume 
Specific Impulse 
Reserve Propellant Weight 
Reserve Propellant Tank Weight 
133,460 N 
2668 N 
49.88 N/nR 
0.0351 mR 
1399.6 kg/sec 
2 
1.8393 
384,956.6 N 
5026 N 
16.395 ma 
7.702 ma 
310. 6QC 
8896 N 
128.99 N 
Reeerve Hydrazine/UDHH F b = l  Tfink Volume 0.4286 m3 
Reserve Ne04 Oxidizer Tank Volume 0.2005 ma 
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The term propellant refere to the combination of the fuel and 
the oxidizer. 
The engine choeen ie a modified LEMDE. The LEMDE ie the 
Apollo Lunar Module Deecent Engine. The modification of the 
engine require6 an increaee in the chamber preeeure from 
24.94 N/m* to 49.88 N/m* and an increaee of the area ratio from 
58 to 75 while keeping the throat area conetant. Theee 
modification6 increaee the thruet output of the throttleable 
engine from 43812 N to 66720 N. The engine is proven and ueee a 
hydrazine (N*H4 )/uneymmetric dimethylhydrazine (UDMH) fuel 
mixture (mixture ratio 1:l) and nitrogen tetroxide (Ne04 ae an 
oxidizer. The hydrazine coneiete of a mixture of 82 percent 
nitric acid ("03 and 18 percent hydrazine. The 
hydrazine/nitric acid mixture wae choeen becauee pure anhydroue 
hydrazine ha6 a narrow temperature range over which it ie liquid 
and ale0 becauee of the danger of decomposition induced by 
preesure ehocke at temperature6 a6 low a6 367 K. The addition of 
the nitric acid decreases the freezing point from +2.OoC to 
-58.OoC while increasing the boiling point from 113.5-C to 
119.0°C and minimize8 the danger of ehock decompoeition by 
making the fuel more etable. The propellant mixture ie 
hypergolic but an electric ignitor le ueed to ineure the ignition 
of the fuel during main engine etart-up. The burn 
characterietice of the propellant mixture are nominal but are 
improved with the addition of the catalyet Potaeeium Cuprocyanide 
(KaCu(CN)* 1. The main improvemente in the burn characterietice 
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are a reduction in ignition etart-up time and a much more etable 
flame in the combustor thereby minimizing the impulee loads on 
the spacecraft etructure due to an uneteady burn. 
The reaction control thruetere (RCT), ehown in Figure 10, 
are used for orbital and perturbation correctione, and spin-up 
and spin-down of the main orbital bus. The RCT consist of six 
sets of MRE-50 monopropellant thruetere. Theee thruetere were 
ueed in the Mariner Mare 69, Mariner Venue, and Mercury 73 
missions. The thrustere use hydrazine as a monopropellant and 
Potassium Cuprocyanide as a catalyst caueing spontaneoue 
decomposition. The hydrazine will be drawn off of the main 
propulsion system tanke, which will be maintained at a constant 
pressure of 24.94 N/m*, via the main engine propellant pumpe and 
a preseure regulator. The thruetere are arranged in two groups 
(one fore and one aft) of three with each group coneieting of 2 
radial eets and 1 axial eet of thruetere. The radial eete are 
broken down into two subgroup6 baeed on their time of mieeion 
usage: cruiee and poet-large prooe releaee (PLPR). The radial 
sets are arranged eo that their thrust vectore are paral le l  and 
the plane that the vectore act in canted to act through the 
center of ma66 (C.H. 1 of the vehicle. 'he two radial Subgroup6 
are required because of the large change in the poeition of the 
C.M. during PLPR. Therefore, only 2 sets of thrustere, one axial 
and one radial, in each group will be used at any given time 
during the mieeion. 
Information on hydrazlne-UDMH fuel indicate6 that the 
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epecific impulee (Isp) varies from 250 eec to 319 eec depending 
on the application. Calculatione baeed upon an Iep of 250 eec 
reeulte in a miseion gross weight (HGW) in excess of 45,341 kg. 
Calculations baeed on an Isp of 310 sec results in a HGW of 
29,471 kg. Thie groee weight appear6 to still be exceseive, but 
a comparison of a hydrazine-UDHH/N.O. propuleion eyetem with 
liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen (LH/LOX) propuleion eystem reveals 
the hydrazine eyetem to be the better choice. A 8  ehown in Figure 
11, LH/LOX ha8 the higher Iep and hence a projected MGW about 
4,534 kg lower than the hydrazine eyetem. The lower PIGW for 
LH/LOX is misleading becauee this weight does not take into 
account propellant losses due to boil off during the mission. 
The boil off during the 4.8 month flight le between 
3,899 kg and 7,708 kg requiring an additional initial groes 
weight equal to the boil off weight. The comparieon doe8 not 
take into account the increaee in HGW due to the need for 
cryogenic equipment to maintain the liquid hydrogen and oxygen 
and the increaee in power requirements to run such equipment. 
Therefore, the hydrazine-UDHH propellant system is the better 
propuleion eyetem because of its relative light weight and low 
power requirements. 
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The external tanke (Figure 12) are deeigned to handle a 
3g acceleration which ie the limit eet by the epace shuttle 
during take-off. However, thie amount of acceleration will never 
actually be encountered during the journey to Venue. The 
external tanke are also pre88UriZed to .526964 tlegapaecale to 
ensure proper propellent flow to the RCT. The tanke are 
conetructed of AIS1 304 etainlees steel. Thie grade of etainleee 
eteel provide8 the maximum amount of etrength without reacting 
with the propellante. The tanke have a diameter of 1.60 m each 
and are each 4.48 m long with the fuel and the oxidizer eharing a 
common bulkhead. Due to the limited acceleration, the ekin of 
the external tanke ie only .3175 cm thick. The tank contained in 
the main orbiter ie called the internal tank, which contain8 all 
the propellant for attitude control. Thie internal tank also 
stores the auxiliary reserves for the main engine. Thie tank ha8 
a diameter of 2.80 m and a total length of only .0677 m with a 
skin thickness of .3175 cm also. 
The main true8 of the orbiter (Figure 13) channel6 
forces from the engines to the main structure of the orbiter. 
Constructed of 2024-T4 Aluminum with cylindrical members of up to 
2.54 cm diameter, the truss l e  capable of providing high 
etrength at low weight. 
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Walaht E6timatlon 
The following table give6 approximate weight6 baeed both on 
previoue mieeione to Venue and on paet and present earth-orbiting 
eatellitee. 
Lander 215 kg 
3- Atmospheric Probes 124 kg 
Inetrumentatlon 48 kg 
Thermal Ineulation 207 kg 
Mieelon Shroud 76 kg 
Solar Cells 41 kg 
Ni-Cad Batteriee 155 kg 
Orbiter True6 224 kg 
Ineulated Fuel Line6 180 kg 
Fuel Tank6 156 kg 
Fuel 9370 kg 
Auxiliary Fuel 276 kg 
Auxiliary Tank 34 kg 
Engine6 83 kg 
Reaction Control Jet Mount6 207 kg 
Lander and Probe Reetralnte 213 kg 
Communicatlone dleh and 
Poeitioning Motor 345 kg 
------------ 
11954 kg Total Weight 
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Communioat io= 
A crucial part of the overall mieeion succees highly depends 
upon the performance of the communication system. The deeign of 
an adequate communication eyetern would require an in depth look 
into the field of microwave communicatione and computerized data 
proceeeing. These area6 of study are, in themeelvee, very broad 
and beyond the ecope of this paper. Theref ore, since the 
communication systems on the Pioneer Venue Orbiter (PVO) and the 
Pioneer Venue Bus (PVB) proved to be reliable, the communication 
system of the Ninevah mieelon will reeemble the syeterne ueed on 
both the PVO and the PVB with elight alteration6 to fit the 
configuratione and requirement6 of the Ninevah mieelon. 
Earth-baeed communicatione will begin with the utilization 
of the Deep Space Network (DSN) in which two 64 m dish antennas, 
one located in Goldetone, California and one located in 
Canberra, Australia, are ueed for direct uplink and downlink 
communicatione with the bue, lander, and atmospheric prober. All 
of the information received by these two antennae will be routed 
to Hiseion Operations at NASA Amee Reeearch Center where the 
data will be proceeeed and analyzed. 
After launch from the earth-orbital epace station, 
communication le established between the bue and the DSN. During 
the journey to Venue, all communication on the bue will be 
through the two (forward and aft) omni-directional antennas. The 
high gain and medium gain antennas will not be needed until the 
bue ie cloee to Venue, which vi11 be diecueeed later in thie 
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section. Next, the epacecraft is epun up to approximately 6 
revolutions per minute to provide a nominal etability control 
rate for the craft. At this slow epin rate, the epacecraft le 
oriented eo that the epin axle le perpendicular to the ecliptic 
where the rocket end le facing the sun eo that the eolar 
observation instrumente are oriented correctly. Orientation ie 
achieved by ueing extremely ehort burn8 on the emall reaction 
control thruetere. Next, the magnetometer boom le deployed to 
meaeure the eolar radiation flux while en route to Venue. The 
determination of the exact orientation and the velocity vector of 
the bus relative to the earth le achieved by way of comparing the 
difference in Doppler frequency at the etatione in Canberra, 
Auetralia and Goldetone, California. 
The data handling proceeeor onboard the bus receives both 
analog and digital telemetry from the eubeyeteme and ecience 
inetrumente. All of the information le routed to the 
communicatione 8Ub8y8tem for modulation on a downlink S-band 
carrier frequency of 2.295 Gigahertz. The command eubeyetem, 
which allows the spacecraft to carry out tasks requested by 
mieeion control, decode6 all command8 at the rate of 4 bits per 
second and either etores the Information for later execution or 
route8 command6 to their correct deetlnation. The command uplink 
carrier frequency le on the S-band at 2.115 Gigahertz. During 
the ehort occultation period, (time during which the epacecraft 
is blocked by Venue and out of the earth line~Of-6ight) data will 
be eent to the two Data Storage Unite (DSU) each having a 
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capacity of 524,288 bite. After the line-of-eight ie regained 
with earth, the stored data is eent back to earth unmodulated 
ueing the now deployed deepun high-gain antenna on an X-band 
frequency of 8.415 Gigahertz. 
Two day8 before reaching Venue, orbit ineertion preparation 
l e  made. Communications are etill on the fore and aft omni- 
directional antennae. The high-gain, high-gain back-up, and the 
medium gain antennae are deployed. The single 1.09 m diameter 
dieh with dual high gain antennae (one le for backup only) ha8 an 
azimuth despin control and elevation poeitioning control for the 
proper earth line-of-sight orientation. In addition, the antenna 
has a elew control for open-loop tracking of the earth line-of- 
eight. 
Approaching orbital insertion time, the bue, including the 
high and medium gain antennae are epun up to approximately 
50 revolutione per minute to provide gyroecopic etiffnese during 
motor burn. After orbital insertion, the high-gain and medium- 
gain antennas are deepun to five revolutione per minute, the 
preferred rate for ecientific data tranemleeion. Next, the emall 
reaction control thrusters are fired to orient the spacecraft 
epin axis perpendicular to the new Cytherean orbit. 
Once in Cytherean orbit, the uplink data handling eyetem ie 
set up to have two redundant uplink reception channel6 each 
including one of' the omni-directional antennae eo that reception 
accuracy is ensured. Optionally, by comznd, the forward 
omni-directional antenna le replaceable by the high-gain or the 
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high-gain back-up antenna. The high-gain antenna is ueed for 
both uplink and downlink command6 but ie most often used for data 
transmieeion taken from the onboard scientific inetrumente. 
One obvious consideration during communication between earth 
and the Venue orbiting bue ie the time for transmission to travel 
the some 56 million km which ie approximately 3.14 minutes. 
Therefore, the redundant uplink reception channel6 are utilized 
to eneure correct commands eince a correction would have to come 
at least 3.14 minutee later, which could be too late. Aleo, the 
commands will be pre-programmed, with the capability of later in- 
flight programming eo that the data handling system will respond 
to known commands. 
Now that the bue ie correctly oriented in Cytherean orbit 
and the actual orbit ie known, preparation is made for the 
releaee of the lander and probes. Timere are to be eet on the 
lander and probee eo that their power and eystene will become 
operational when they hit the Cytherean atmosphere. The large 
probe starts warm-up first and the onboard radio receive6 an 
uplink carrier frequency from earth to provide t h e  Doppler 
reference frequency for the downlink signal to earth. The emall 
probee wait to turn on until approximately 15 minutes before 
entering the atmoephere to coneerve battery power. They also 
receive an uplink carrier frequency to provide a reference 
downlink frequency. The orientation with respect to the earth 
cannot be controlled or predicted for the lander and each of the 
probee eo, a6 a reeult, omni-directional antennas must be used 
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which require elower tranemieeion ratee than that of the 
directional medium and high-gain antennae. The tranemieeion 
ratee will be approximately two bite per eecond. 
When the lander and the probee make their meteoric plunge 
into the Cytherean atmoephere, a communication loee or blackout 
period will be experienced for approximately ten eeconde becauee 
of the radlo-impervloue plasma ecreen that ie created. During 
thie short blackout period, data ie temporarily etored in an 
onboard DSU for later tranemieeion. The blackout period can be 
predicted by using the onboard accelerometer and triggering the 
command unit to order the blackout format approximately two 
minutee before the peak deceleration of about 500 g'e. 
Communication reeumee after the lander and probee have elowed 
down and begin tranemitting atmoepheric data. 
Once the lander ha8 reached the Cytherean surface safely, 
miesion control maintain6 direct downlink and uplink 
communication with the lander. The lander ale0 contain6 a data 
handling proceseor but on a smaller ecale compared to that of the 
bue but it works in the same manner. 
The atmoepheric probee contain a relatively miniature data 
handling proceeeor that is baeically a downlink transmitter to 
send the photograph8 of the Cytherean surface. Thie tranemieeion 
is achieved through the omni-directional antenna. 
The complete communication network of the Ninevah rnieeion is 
indeed complicated but necessary for the eucceeta of the mieeion. 
The syetem described in the preceding paragraphs has proved to be 
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very reliable on both the PVO and PVB mieeione, but 
communications can not be attained without eome eort of power 
eource; therefore, the next eection is dedicated to power 
requiremente and eourcee. 
Power Reaulrenentr and Souroee 
The power requirements of the Ninevah mission are eetimated 
on the power needed by communication eyeteme, data handling 
systems, instrumentation, environmental control eyeteme, and 
other eystems requiring electrical power. Some power 
requirements were based on both the PVO and PVB mieeions. 
During the journey to Venus, the power requirements will be 
met through uee of a 20 m* eolar array which covers the exterior 
of the sensing equipment section and a 28 m* eolar array that 
covers the exterior of the communication eection. Since the 
epacecraft will be epinning, the average output of the array ie 
approximately 1000 watts. A shunt regulator limite the amount of 
current delivered to the epacecraft. At the eame time, power not 
ueed for inetrumentation and communication is utilized to charge 
the Nickel-Cadmium (Ni-Cd) batteries! which are to be ueed during 
the short period of darkness when Venue is between the spacecraft 
and eun. 
Each Ni-Cd battery consiete of two 12-cell packs. Each pack 
contains 12 individually insulated 
The Ni-Cd batterier were used 
Generator8 (RTG) because of their 
7.5 ampere-hour Ni-Cd celle. 
over the Radio-isotope Thermal 
decreased complexity, volume, 
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coet, and their excellent diecharging and recharging 
characterlstice. The power provided by the Ni-Cd batteries is a 
eemi-regulated 28 volte plus or minus ten percent to all 
spacecraft lOad6. The eolar array provides rnoet of the power but 
when this power is not available, the Ni-Cd batteriee come on 
line ae needed. The voltage is limited on both the eolar array 
and Ni-Cd batteriee to 30 volte by seven ehunt limitere. 
The lander will carry two Ni-Cd batteriee rated at 
2.5 ampere-hour6 and the balloon probe8 will carry one 
1 ampere-hour NI-Cd battery. All of theee batteries are brought 
to full charge etarting one day before deployment. 
Instrumentation 
Another important aepect in the succeee of this mieeion ie 
the reliability and eurvivability of the inetrumentation that 
will be ueed to analyze the characterietics of Venue. In 
addition, the reliability of the eeneore that allow mieeion 
control to monitor and alter system6 aboard the orbiter/bus, 
lander, and balloon probe6 is another critical aspect of the 
overall miesion eucceee. In the same category of 
instrumentation, computers must ale0 be ueed to transform the 
data gathered by the inetruments into a code that can be 
tranemitted back to earth for further proceeeing. Diecueeion of 
the instrumentation, including computers, to be used on the 
Ninevah mieeion is contained in the following aectPone. 
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OrbiterIBus 
The instruments that will be included on the Ninevah mission 
orbiter/bus can be broken down into two categories: 
(1) equipment needed throughout the voyage such as navigational, 
computers, startracker, and communication systems, (Figure 1 4 )  
and (2) equipment needed only after arrival at Venus such as 
temperature and gamma ray sensors, and the communication systems 
for the lander and probes (Figure 15). The second category must 
be designed for months of inactivity and then be called upon to 
perform flawlessly at a moments notice. The first category of 
equipment must be designed to work relentlessly over the 4.8 
months the spacecraft will be active with a small chance of error 
or failure ever occurring in any part of the eystem. 
A total of four onboard computer systems are needed for the 
success of the Ninevah miesion, three of which are independently 
working in parallel and a fourth, the master computer. These 
four computers also act together as the main computer for the 
entire spacecraft. The three computers operate independently but 
simultaneously to ensure that all the information received is 
thoroughly checked by redundancy. If a conflict occurs between 
the three computere then the one computer with conflicting output 
is replaced by the fourth. If two of the computers conflict, 
then the fourth is brought on line to determine the correct 
solution. There Computers will also have the reeponsibility of 
determining which instruments receive power during maximum load 
times so that the most information can be returned with a minimum 
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108s of data. 
The navigational computer can determine the poeition of the 
epacecraft in two ways. Firet, through the star tracker, a 
number of etare can be located and the poeition and velocity of 
the epacecraft can be determined relative to the etare. The 
eecond way le with the traneponder. On earth, the eignal 
strength can be determined from the poeition of the eignal and 
from the Doppler ehlft of the frequency. Thie information then 
can be tranemitted back to the epacecraft and that information 
compared with that of the etartracker. The navigational computer 
will a180 have the reeponeibility of firing the rocket engine and 
the reaction control thrusters to maintain the proper couree and 
orientation of the epacecraft. 
Already diecueeed but highlighted again in this eection, 
communicatione with the probe8 and lander will be the 
reeponslblllty of the downlink and uplink computer. Thie 
computer determinee what information can be directly tranemitted 
to earth and what information muet be etored for later 
tranemieeion. Thie computer will a180 allow data to be etored 
until the epacecraft is in a more favorable position to transmit 
the collected data. This part of the epacecraft'e eystem is 
reeponeible for tranemitting the instruction8 to the landere and 
probe8 to eneure that the proper timing of event8 occur8 and 
major experiment8 take place when they are 8UppOeed to. 
Power needed to operate thie equipment will come from the 
8 0 h r  panels and must be traneformed into e current that theee 
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inetrumente can uee. Thie will be achieved through four power 
amplifiere, which can be brought on line individually as needed. 
The power amplifiere provide an input of a maximum of eighty 
watts and they can step that power down to fifteen watte if 
neceeeary. The power requirements of all of the inetruments ie 
not known but, it le eetimated that eighty watts will be more 
than eufficient. Theee amplifiere also supply power to the Venue 
and sun seneing equipment and finally to the charging of the 
lander and probe batteriee. The temperature ineide the 
epacecraft will be regulated by sets of thermal louvers that will 
be placed in the walle of the epacecraft'e inetrument section and 
will be opened and cloeed as needed to regulate the internal 
temperature. Exceee power w i l l  be directed to internal heaters 
to help keep delicate instrument containere from freezing and 
cracking. 
The eecond eection of instrumente contains the een~ing 
equipment needed once the epececraft reaches orbit around Venue. 
One of several important instrumente le the mass spectrometer It 
provide8 a look at the ionoephere of Venus and how the 
ionoephere intersect8 with the eolar wind. It is capable of 
providing the eeneitivlty, reeolution, and dynamic range needed 
to obtain data on the bow shock produced by the eolar wind and 
the Cytherean atmoephere. 
Baeed on the electric field detectors of Pioneer 8 and 9, 
the plaema wave detectors are capable of providing meaeuremente 
of the plasma layer of gaees that lay just outeide the planet'e 
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atmoephere. The plasma wave detectore were ueed with great 
eucceee at Jupiter and Saturn and ehould provide ueeful 
information about the atmoephere of Venue. Thie inetrument can 
determine the atmoepheric ionization and it le eeneitive enough 
to record upper atmospheric lightning and determine it6 poeition, 
duration, and inteneity. 
The ultraviolet epectrometer le ueed to determine the amount 
of back-ecattered light from the planet. This instrument can 
determine how much of the eolar radiation falle on the planet and 
le abeorbed by the atmoephere and how much le reflected back into 
space. Thie inetrument coneiete of a 250 mm Coeeegrainian 
teleecope which can be eet to accept a wide range of light from 
thirteen Angetrome to thirteen hundred Angetrome. 
The neutral gas spectrometer is ueed to determine the 
horizontal and vertical deneitlee of the atmoephere between 150 
km and 300 km. Thie unit is a cylindrical inetrument with a 
diameter of 15 cm and length of 22 cm and requires twelve watts 
of power. 
Earth orbiting eatellitee provide a clear view of the 
interaction of the eolar wind with the etrong magnetic field. 
Venue on the other hand does not epin ae faet ae the earth and 
therefore doe6 not have a etrong magnetic field. The fluxgate 
magnetometer ehould ehow what type of dietortion take6 place 
between Venue' magnetic field and the eolar wind. 
The only instrument that will be ueed to observe the sun 
will be the gamma-ray buret detector. Thie inetrument le the 
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only one that would be at an optimum distance from the sun to 
provide any subetantial data return. 
The radar mapper is designed to obtain a global picture of 
the topology of the surface of Venus with a meter scale 
reeolution. Also, the mapper can take image6 at oblique anglee 
to determine depth and height of geological featuree. The 
footprint of the radar (i.e. how big a picture the radar can 
take) is determined by the orbital altitude and the reeolution 
required. The footprint Size6 can vary from 10 km wide at an 
altitude of 100 km to 50 km wide at 470 km. Becauee of the 
eensitivity of the radar, it muet be within 550 km of the 
eurf ace. The radar antenna is poeitioned with a single etep 
motor. The radar requires nine watts power in stand-by mode and 
fifteen watte when in operation. 
Lander 
One of the main reaeons for going to Venue is to place a 
soft lander (Figure 9 )  on the surface of the planet that will 
survive long enough to take atmospheric samples, soil specimens, 
and picturee, a taek the United States ha6 yet to achieve. Thie 
lander would ineure accurate surface data that, before now, wee 
only unconfirmed or epeculated data. The lander must be deeigned 
to withetand not only the inhospitable conditions of the planet'e 
eurface, but also the freezing cold of space during its journey 
to Venus. 
During the lander's voyage to Venue, the lander and probes 
will be enclosed in their respective aeroshells and all power and 
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communications will be eupplied by the orbiter until the moment 
when the lander and probe8 will be eeparated from the orbiter. 
This will be done by a eet of exploeive bolt8 that will hold the 
lander and probee in the mieeion container. Once theee bolt8 
have been eevered, centrifugal force due to spin will send the 
lander/aeroehell and probee/aeroehell out of the mieeion 
container and on their way to encounter Venue. There is no 
couree correction equipment onboard the lander/aeroehell or 
probe/aeroehell eo all poeitioning adjUetment8 muet be made by 
the orbiter before eeparation. The approximate atmoepheric 
trajectory ha6 been diecueeed in more detail in the trajectory 
eectlon (lander) of thie report. However, to relate events to 
inetrumentation, the trajectory le highlighted again. 
Once on ite way, the lander will not begin communicating 
with earth until it ha8 begun it8 decent into the Cytherean 
atmoephere. The lander, etill eealed in its aeroehell will 
deploy the upper atmoepheric meteorological equipment and begin 
relaying data back to earth. Once the lander/aeroehell, etill in 
freefall, paeeee through the cloud of weak sulfuric acid at an 
altitude of approximately 50 km,; a 15 inch mortar will fire 
upward releaeing the drogue parachute. The upper atmoepheric 
meteorological sensors, now contaminated with eulfuric acid from 
their encounter with the cloud layer, are jettieoned along with 
the aft cover of the aeroshell (Figure 7 ) .  Thie, in turn, 
deploy6 the main parachute which further slows the Jescerlt of the 
lander. 
J 
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A 6  eoon as the parachute is fully deployed, the bottom of 
the aeroehell is dropped which deploy6 the lower atmospheric 
meteorological equipment along with the lander legs. At an 
altitude of 50 km, with the parachute fully deployed, the 
imaging eyetem ie activated so that long range pictures of the 
surface can be taken ae the lander deecende toward the surface. 
Once the lander has reached the Cytherean surface safely, no 
time can be wasted since the lifetime of the lander is fairly 
limited. This entails the firet 60il sample being made without 
the input of human intelligence. Therefore, some form of 
artificial intelligence will have to determine from where the 
first sample is to be taken. By the time picture6 of the landing 
eight and the information of the first eample reach earth, 
scientiete will be able to determine the second and poeeible 
third sample sight. 
To maintain the highest structural integrity possible, the 
number of porte and windowe are kept to a minimum. Therefore a 
single cylindrical rotating airlock will be ueed to bring in soil 
and atmospheric samples (Figure 16). The airlock ie COmpO6ed of 
a eeries of isolated expaneion chambers which will allow the 
gaeee trapped in the airlock to expand and cool as the airlock 
cylinder ie slowly rotated. The expansion chambers will be 
pumped out to the collection tank6 on board after retrieval of 
each eample. The expansion and cooling of the samples will 
minimize damage to the eampling chamber of the lander due to 
eignificant preeeuree difference6 and extreme temperatures. The 
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atmospheric and soil samples will not be taken in at the same 
time, because the analyzer would not know what gasee are in the 
atmosphere and what gases came from the soil. 
The imagery system is set up to photograph pictures through 
a sapphire window on the top of the lander where a periscope type 
arrangement can vary the altitude and poeition of the lens. With 
this system the fixed camera can capture a 180° panoramic view 
with almost 900 elevation. 
Anatomy o f  the La nder 
Not only must the lander (Figure 9 )  be able to survive the 
intense pressures, corroeive chemicals, and temperatures that are 
present throughout the atmosphere but the lander must also 
withstand the 400 to 500 g deceleration that entry into the 
atmoephere creates. To protect the inetrumente, a 2.5 m 
diameter stainless steel ephere is used with a wall thickness of 
.034 m. This ephere le lneulated with the same carbon-carbon 
tiles used on the space shuttle which will provide the thermal 
protection required for the delicate internal inetruments. 
Internally mounting these tilee prevents the corrosive gases of 
the atmoephere from eroding the tilee and the glue that holds 
them in place. Four tanks of freon are located in the bottom 
compartment of the lander, which releases the gas at a slow rate 
to help keep internal temperatures down (freon will be safe for 
the electronic components8 as It le used today in troubreshooting 
electronics). The freon gas coole the internal equipment thereby 
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extending the lifetime of the lander. After the internal 
temperature reachee a prescribed limit, the now heated freon gae 
ie pumped into a small ineulated, evacuated tank. Then, more 
cool preeeurized freon gae ie releaeed ineide the lander. This 
cycle is repeated a6 long a6 the freon eupply laete. Along with 
the freon tank6 in the bottom compartment are the two nickel- 
cadmium batteries that provide 30 watte of electrical power for 
the entire lander. 
The upper deck of equipment is arranged around the imaging 
camera. This camera point6 etraight up through the eapphire 
window that uses a maneuverable periecope mirror to position the 
lene. The computer and communication eyeteme are located next to 
the imaging camera and the 60il and atmoepheric eampler are 
oppoeite the computer on the other eide of the camera. Also on 
the upper deck l e  the rotating airlock. This airlock rotatee 
between the soil eampler eeneors and the exterior of the lander. 
Exterior to the lander ie the meteorological boom which 
contain6 the barometer, wind eeneore, and temperature gauges. 
The information received from theee instruments ie sent to the 
data handling eyetem (computer) where it ie compiled and then 
tranemitted to earth on the correct carrier frequency. Also 
outside the lander is the omni-directional antenna which ie used 
to eend the information to earth. The only other equipment 
outeide the lander other than the periecope mirror eyetem is the 
eampler mechanical arm. 
arm on the Viking mlesion, 
Built elrnilar to the extendable roller 
the eampler arm will employ a wrist 
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and roller arm driven by tiny electric motore that will allow a 
sample of soil to be dug and depoeited in the rotating airlock. 
Balloon Probe8 
The balloon probee (Figure 8 )  will be moet valuable to 
ecientiete in that the imagee created will allow scientists to 
etudy the fine topographical feature6 of the Cytherean surface. 
Although not on the eurface of Venus, the balloon probee 
will etill have to withstand temperatures of approximately 22OOC 
and preesuree of 945,000 N/m* while floating at an altitude of 
approximately 30km. At this altitude, ecientiete have epeculated 
that vieibility will be very good down to the eurface eince thie 
altitude is below the lower cloud layer. Above approximately 
35 km, cloud layere are too dense for clear imagee of the 
eurface. Below 30 km, preeeuree and temperature6 become too 
high for operation of the imaging eyetem. 
The imaging eyetem to be carried by the balloon6 ie the same 
as that carried on the lander. The eyetem is encloeed in a 
epherical etalnleee steel preeeure veeeel of wall thickneee 
.020 m and diameter .75 m. The eyetem is attached to the 
balloon using a ehort two meter Kevlar tether. Atop the probe 
ephere, an omni-directional antenna le ueed to tranemit the 
imagee to earth. Ineide the probe le the imaging eyetem which 
include6 a emall one ampere-hour Ni-Cd battery, the high- 
reeolution cemera eyetem, and the ernall but efficient data 
handling eyetem that trenemite the image at two bits per eecond. 
The approximate weight of the floating imaging eystem is’ 
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91 kg which requires a balloon diameter of 2.7 m to provide the 
buoyant force for the imaging system. The gas to be pumped into 
the deflated balloon upon entering the atmosphere is helium. 
The imaging system will be the same as that aboard the lander, 
except for no "periscope" setup. The camera lens on this imaging 
system will also peer through a sapphire window. All pictures 
taken of the planet's surface will be sent directly back to earth 
to be developed and carefully analyzed. 
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Cort Estimation 
The following approximated cost list is compiled from past 
missions and present technology. 
LanderlProbee 
Structure 
Imaging System 
Communications 
Soil Sample Equipment 
Computer System 
Propulsion and Fuel 
Main Orbiter 
Instrumentation 
Launch 
Support 
Total Mission Cost 
130 million 
10 million 
230 million 
100 million 
90 million 
170 million 
150 million 
340 million 
260 million 
40 million 
30 million 
--------------- 
1.55 billion 
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TIME OF FLIGHT = 4.8 MONTHS 
C Y T H E R E A N  ORBITAL  PLANE 
E A R T H  ORBITAL & 
H E L I O C E N T R I C  TRANSFER 
L PLANE 
-3.399" 
- / /' 
I 
- /T\ 
VENUS A T  A R R I V A L  SUN 
(NODE POINT) 
FIGURE 3: HELIOCENTRIC HOHHANN TRANSFER 
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